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DAM SAFETY COIL CORD  
WITH SNAP LOCKS 90-250CM

Simple but effective coil cord to secure a rod, so that when 
it accidentally falls into the water the angler can easily re-
trieve it. Has a 1 x 7 / 2,5mm thick steel trace core. Break-
ing strength: 20kg. Stretches about 2,5 meter so that the 
angler can freely handle the rod. Comes with two metal 
snap clips. Tip: ideal for the MADCAT Belly Cat rod.

DAM WADING NET WITH CORK HANDLE

Top modern, lightweight and stable wading net with floating cork handle.

DAM EXQUISITE - WOODEN NET

This classic wooden wading landingnet is 
designed for use on the coast. Made of high 
quality wood and a big mesh, rubberized 

(100% soft polyester) net, so that your treble 
hooks won’t get caught in it.

DAM MAGNO FLY NET

Lightweight aluminum fly net with a foam 
grip, rubberized net and… a magnet clip. 
When the angler needs the net he doesn’t 
first have to open any gated clip or some-
thing. He pulls on the net and it’s ready for 
action.

DAM MAGNET QUICK RELEASE CONNECTOR

It’s not often that such a simple but effective 
product can make fishing so much more 
comfortable. The angler hangs his fly net in 
one of the clips and the other clip goes into 
the eye on the back of his fly vest. When he 

needs the net, all he has to do is pull on it 
and he’s ready for action. The elastic is just 
to make sure that the can’t lose the net (for 
instance if he has to walk through bushes or 
if he is standing in deep, running water).
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52014 DAM SAFETY COIL CORD WITH SNAP LOCKS 90-250CM 1/10/100 90-250cm

8231 010 EXQUISITE - WOODEN NET RUBBER MESH / 42* 1 / 1 / 10 15x8mm 93cm

WATKESCHER MIT KORKGRIFF

8231 001 55 cm 40 x 28 cm 6 mm 25 cm

8231 002 60 cm 45 x 32 cm 6 mm 35 cm

8231 003 75 cm 50 x 37 cm 6 mm 40 cm

WATKESCHER MIT KORKGRIFF (GUMMIERT)
8231 101 55 cm 40 x 28 cm 6 mm 25 cm

8231 102 60 cm 45 x 32 cm 6 mm 35 cm

8231 103 75 cm 50 x 37 cm 6 mm 40 cm

8231 201 DAM - MAGNO FLY NET 1/1/10

8420 222 DAM MAGNETIC QUICK RELEASE CONNECTOR 1/20/100




